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Adapter steeves are the most commonty used components for locating bearings with
a
tapered bore onto a cylindrical seat as they can be used on ptain or stepped shafts. They
are easy to instatl and-require no additionat tocation on the shaft. When adapter steeves
are used on ptain shafts, the bearing can be located at any position on the shaft. Used for
fastening the bearing with tapered bore to a smooth shaft (maximum toterance hl0f
. lt is
composed of 3 parts: steeve, one nut and one lock washer or locking device MS. They
are
atways supptied with this comptete set.
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Hydrautic Adapter Sleeve lH0H comes with the normal sleeves dimensions, Hydrautic
Adapter Sleeve I HOU are recommended for shafts or large size sets because they are
provided with oit injection gutters, making the assembting and speciatty the
disassembling easier. Hydrautic Adapter Sleeve I HOH is avaitabte for shafts from 140
mm on. Custom hydrautic series also availabte on request.
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WithdrawaI Steeve I Al'1, AHX adapt themsetves to the shaft diameter, white wider diameter
tolerances can also be permitted than forthe seat of a bearing with a cyLindricaL bore. Used to
fix bearings with a tapered bore on supported shafts fteanl. With Withdrawal Steeve lAH, AHX
the shaft must have a thread so the nut can move the steeve against the bearing. Al.ong with
this, its accessories atso avaitabte separatetyand so supptied on demand.

208 to 222

o 304 to 322 o 2304 to 2356

3024 to 30/500 o 3120 to 31/500
Hydraulic series and big sizes also available on request
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Hydraul.ic WithdrawaL Sleeve lA0H comes with the norma[ steeves dimensions,
Hydrautic Adapter Sleeve I AOH are recommended for shafts or [arge size sets because
they are provided with oit injection gutters, making the assembting and specially the
disassembting easier. Hydrautic Adapter Steeve I AOH is avaitabte for shafts from 140
mm on. Custom hydrautic series also avaitabte on request.
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KM 0 to KM /'0
HM 42T to HM 1107
HM 3044 to HM 30/500

HM31t+4to HM 31/500

N00toN084
AN 15 to AN 30
Speciat Series Lock Nut

also availabte on request)

Locknut I KM, KML, HM, HM 30, HM 31, HML

Precision Lock Nuts I N & AN, KMT, ZM

Lock nuts are used to tocate bearings and other components
onto a shaft or adapter steeve. They are atso used for mounting
bearings on tapered shaft seats and dismounting bearings from
withdrawal steeves. Lock nuts have to be secured to prevent
unintentiona[ loosening. This is done, either by a locking device
that engages a key way in the shaft or key slot in the adapter
sleeve, or by a Locking mechanism integrated in the nut. Lock
nuts with an integrated tocking mechanism reduce the cost of
the shaft as no key way is required. lnstaltation is atso quicker
and easier because no separate Locking device is necessary.
However, the loosening torque of these lock nuts requires more

High precision required machines and equipment need Precision
Nuts I KMT, KMTA for bearings fixation tike in tathes, grin.ding
lathes and mitts. These nuts have three brass pins to lock them on
the shaft, divided in angtes, which are pressed against the shaft by
screws. Whil.e, Precision Nuts pins inctination are equal to the
thread angte, which are not exposed to axia[ loads, making the nut
tightening at the exact grip position possibte.Precision Lock nuts are
adjustabte with Locking pins and can enable the nut to be accurately
positioned at right angles to the shaft or they can be used to adjust
for inaccuracies or deviations of other components which are to be
[ocated on the shaft.
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Lock washers, locking ctips and locking pLates are simple, stable and reliabte fastening
elements which engage b t<eyway in the shaft or key stot in the adapter sleeve. The washer
Locks the nut in position when one of the washer tabs ltangsl is bent into one of the slots on
the nut. Locking ctips and tocking pl.ates are attached to the nut by botts. A Locking ctip
consists of the clip, a hexagonal head bott. A tocking ptate consists of the plate, two
hexagonal head botts and a wire. This is an accessory of the sleeve, but with own apptication'
It f unction is to tock the nut to avoid its toose from the steeve or its own shaft.

MB 00 to MB 56

o MBL 24to MBL 40

AW Washer also available on request
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SERVICE MOTTO

E
stablished the trust since 1968 E
oLting the bearing smooth lil
ymboL of QuaLitY
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